Interim Handlist

Collection reference  MS DUN 1
Collection title     Copies of memoirs of Lilias Dunbar (fl.1674-1691) and copies of sermons by Dr John Love (c.1756-1825)
                     c.1764 and c.1757-c.1823
Shelfmark(s)         MS DUN 1

About this handlist Scan of an older typescript list

People include: Alexander Campbell of Torrick or Torrich; and John Calder
some remains of the memoirs of Mrs Lilias Dunbar, spouse to Alexander
Campbell of Torrick. Transcribed from the original manuscript ... Lay 1764
by John Calder, grandson to the said Mrs Lilias Dunbar. 8°. 271 p.
(Covers the period 1674-91. Also contains copies of sermons by Dr John Love,
some dated, 1757-1823.)